AT&T: A History of Smartphone Innovation

Beginning with the building blocks of smartphones that ushered in mobile messaging, to the smartphones today that are as powerful as personal computers from a decade ago, AT&T has an unparalleled heritage of leading the U.S industry with innovation in smartphones.

1999  First carrier to sell the BlackBerry® messaging solution
       Powered first wireless Palm™ PDA, the Palm VII™

2002  Begin taking orders for first BlackBerry® with voice and data, the BlackBerry® 5810

2003  First U.S. carrier to offer a Windows Mobile smartphone, the Motorola MPx200
       First U.S. carrier to offer Palm™ Tungsten™ W, the first Palm-branded integrated voice and data wireless handheld
       First U.S. carrier to offer a Symbian smartphone, the Nokia 3650

2005  First carrier to sell an EDGE-enabled BlackBerry, the BlackBerry® 8700c

2006  Leading the crossover appeal of smartphones, launched the Samsung Blackjack™
       Introduced the Cingular 8525 from HTC, the first UMTS/HSDPA-powered smartphone in North America and the first U.S. smartphone with domestic and global 3G capabilities

2007  First global carrier to sell iPhone
       First carrier in North America to sell the BlackBerry® 8800
       First U.S. carrier to offer the BlackBerry® Curve™
       Unveiled the Samsung Blackjack™ II. To date, the Blackjack series is the number one selling Windows Mobile device franchise ever
       Launched the BlackBerry® 8820, the first BlackBerry with GPS and Wi-Fi
       Introduced integrated AT&T Wi-Fi service for BlackBerry and iPhone users

2008  Introduced iPhone 3G to the U.S.
       Launched first 3G GSM BlackBerry smartphone in the U.S., the BlackBerry® Bold™
       First carrier to introduce a smartphone from LG, the Incite

2009  AT&T announces that twice as many smartphone users choose AT&T over any other U.S. carrier.